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EBOOK Vitalsource: Fundamental Accounting Principles
Accounting Information Systems: Basic Concepts and Current Issues, Fourth Edition, by Robert Hurt provides a highly approachable, interdisciplinary presentation of the fundamental accounting topics and information technology of AIS. It is written in a manner intended to develop professional judgment and critical thinking skills so students are prepared to be successful and effectively communicate with accountants and general managers whether their careers take them into public accounting, the corporate world, governmental and not-for-profit accounting, or
another practice.
Audits provide essential accountability and transparency over government programs. Given the current challenges facing governments and their programs, the oversight provided through auditing is more critical than ever. Government auditing provides the objective analysis and information needed to make the decisions necessary to help create a better future. The professional standards presented in this 2018 revision of Government Auditing Standards (known as the Yellow Book) provide a framework for performing high-quality audit work with competence, integrity,
objectivity, and independence to provide accountability and to help improve government operations and services. These standards, commonly referred to as generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS), provide the foundation for government auditors to lead by example in the areas of independence, transparency, accountability, and quality through the audit process. This revision contains major changes from, and supersedes, the 2011 revision.
Fundamentals of Accounting Information Systems: An Internal Control Approach introduces students to the foundations of accounting information systems: how data flows through various accounting subsystems and the manner in which it is processed and converted into output for users. Written in an informal and conversational style, this textbook emphasizes the role of internal controls in accounting information systems alongside discussions of business process data flows. Examples and illustrations deal with entities of various sizes and in different industries,
including not-for-profit and government organizations. The connection between basic business processes and accounting information systems is explored in computerized and semi-computerized environments. The textbook begins with overviews of internal control concepts, flowcharting, and business processes. Later chapters focus on specific business processes and the way data moves in and between them. These business process chapters include a capstone assignment, created so students will draw on the core questions in each chapter and apply them in a
new situation.
Modeling and Designing Accounting Systems
Accounting Information Systems
Structural Equation Modeling Approaches to E-Service Adoption
Fundamentals of Accounting Information Systems

Accounting Information systems (AIS) have become indispensable in the field, and this book provides clear guidance for students or professionals needing to get up to speed. Designed to suit a one-semester AIS course at the graduate, undergraduate, or community college level, Core Concepts of Accounting Information Systems explores AIS use and processes in the context of modern-day accounting. Coverage includes conceptual overviews of data analytics,
accounting, and risk management, as well as detailed discussion of business processes, cybercrime, database design and more to provide a well-rounded introduction to AIS. Case studies reinforce fundamental concepts using real-world scenarios that encourage critical thinking, while AIS-at-Work examples illustrate complex procedures or concepts in everyday workplace situations. Test Yourself questions allow students to gauge their level of
understanding, while End of Chapter questions stimulate application of new skills through problems, cases, and discussion questions that facilitate classroom dialogue. Practical, current, relevant, and grounded in everyday application, this book is an invaluable resource for students of managerial accounting, tax accounting, and compliance.
Weygandt's Accounting Principles introduces challenging accounting concepts with examples that are familiar to accountants. The new edition has been updated with the latest IFRS/IASB standards. Additional coverage is included on foreign currency translation and LCM. More discussions focus on risk management as a result of the financial crisis. The examples also emphasize current examples in order to help accountants make the connection to their
everyday lives.
This book is entirely up to date to reflect recent changes in technology and AIS practive. Covers such subjects as EDI, reengineering, neural networks, client/server, computer security, and events accounting.
Weygandt Accounting Principles starts with what students know. In the new Ninth Edition, students clearly see the relevance of accounting in their everyday lives and are therefore motivated to do the work assigned. Weygandt Accounting Principles introduces challenging accounting concepts with examples that are familiar to the student. This connection to their everyday lives helps build student motivation, a key driver of student time spent on
assignments and ultimately their mastery of the concept.
Accounting Principles 13th Edition
Connecting Careers, Systems, and Analytics
Loose Leaf for Accounting Information Systems
Accounting Principles, Peachtree Complete Accounting Workbook
Principles of Accounting Volume 1 - Financial Accounting
Accounting Principles provides students with a clear introduction to fundamental accounting concepts with an emphasis on learning the accounting cycle from a sole proprietor perspective. This product helps students get the most out of their accounting course by making practice simple. Streamlined learning objectives help students use their study time efficiently by creating clear connections between the reading and the homework.
Owners and managers rely on today's accounting professional to identify and monitor enterprise risks and to provide quality assurance for a company's information systems. ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 10E focuses on three critical accounting information systems in use today: enterprise systems, e-Business systems, and controls for maintaining those systems. The text fully explores the integrated nature of AIS with its foundations in information technology, business processes, strategic management, security, and internal controls. Students will easily
grasp even the most challenging subjects as they explore today's most intriguing AIS topics discussed in a conversational and relaxed tone rather than complex technical language. The tenth edition provides students with the necessary tools for organizing and managing information to help them succeed and protect the integrity of their employer's information system. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
At last – the Australasian edition of Romney and Steinbart’s respected AIS text! Accounting Information Systems first Australasian edition offers the most up-to-date, comprehensive and student-friendly coverage of Accounting Information Systems in Australia, New Zealand and Asia. Accounting Information Systems has been extensively revised and updated to incorporate local laws, standards and business practices. The text has a new and flexible structure developed especially for Australasian AIS courses, while also retaining the features that make the US edition
easy to use. nt concepts such as systems cycles, controls, auditing, fraud and cybercrime, ethics and the REA data model are brought to life by a wide variety of Australasian case studies and examples. With a learning and teaching resource package second to none, this is the perfect resource for one-semester undergraduate and graduate courses in Accounting Information Systems.
Government Auditing Standards - 2018 Revision
Accounting and Information Systems
Introduction to Accounting
IT GLOBAL COMPETENCY SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE FOR IT ENGINEER ?IT PASSPORT EXZAMINATION)
Information technology has permeated all walks of life in the past two decades. Accounting is no exception. Be it financial accounting, management accounting, or audit, information technology and systems have simplified daily tasks and routine work, simplified reporting, and changed how accounting is done. The Routledge Companion to Accounting Information Systems provides a prestige reference work which offers students and researchers an introduction to current and emerging scholarship in the discipline. Contributions from an international cast of authors provides a balanced view of both the technical
underpinnings and organisational consequences of accounting information systems. With a focus on the business consequences of technology, this unique reference book will be a vital resource for students and researchers involved in accounting and information management.
The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680922929. Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that covers the fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to both accounting and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that can be applied across business fields. Each chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's
college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each chapter, allowing students to build on emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed business processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.
Master the technological tools of today?s accounting profession In your grandfather?s day, the ledger book was the accountant?s bible. Today, technology is king. From simple programs such as UBS and MYOB to complex enterprise–level systems, accounting systems play a critical function in maintaining accounting data and administering internal controls in any organization. Any aspiring accountant must fully grasp how information systems work, what their capabilities are, and their incorporation into a company?s business processes and internal controls. Stressing simplicity and accessibility while avoiding
confusing jargon, Accounting Information Systems: The Processes and Control introduces you in simple and clear language to the technology utilized by accountants. Using simple process maps, document flowcharts, and data flow diagrams, this comprehensive yet easily comprehended book defines business processes and explains the foundational concepts of accounting information systems (AIS). It goes on to give you a solid understanding of: ? The proper control environment for overseeing and controlling processes ? Ethics and fraud prevention, corporate and IT governance, and auditing procedures,
including the COSO framework and the Trust Principles ? Business processes––from revenue and cash collection to expenditure and administrative––and the internal controls in organizations ? The hardware, software, and systems that support the business processes Offering real–world examples, helpful screen captures, exercises, and other features designed to enhance your mastery of the material, this book prepares you for working with the accounting information systems that are so essential to the profession today.
The contents Chapter 1 The new IT human resource image and the IT making capture The ability and the skill which is indispensable to make ?IT The I The new IT human resource image 1.2 The business integrator who is indispensable to make IT 1.3 The important factor and the IT capture power of the management Chapter 2 " The capture of the concept power " It understands the concept of the ?IT management. 2.1 The value chain of the business activity 2.2 The mechanism and the corporate ability of the management 2.3 Making IT and the corporate organization 2.4 It understands a management technique
and a IT making technique. 2.5 The pattern of the business information system Chapter 3 " The capture of accounting power " It becomes strong in the management value. 1 The financial accounting 3.2 The way of thinking of the cash flow 3.3 The break-even point proceeds to know a business profit 3.4 The index of the analysis of the affairs of a business Chapter 4 " The capture of the security power " - The indispensable knowledge of the security 4.1 The basics of the encryption 4.2 The system of the security technology 4.3 The security relation law and so on 4.4 The risk management and the security policy
Chapter 5 " The capture of the knowledge power " - In the knowledge management times, the indispensable knowledge is the knowledge of the intellectual property and the business model patent industrial properties. The knowledge relation law in IT times and so on 5.4 The outsourcing contract and the software assent contract Chapter 6 " The capture of the network power " - The knowledge of the network technology which is indispensable to IT infrastructure The pattern and the topology of the LAN 6.2 The access-control method, the send-line and the interconnect-equipment of the LAN 6.3 The method of the
WAN 6.4 The client server system 6.5 The mechanism and the connection-configuration in the Internet 6.6 The bearer - the firewall of the security 6.7 It understands a domain name and a protocol. 6.8 The nucleus information technology Chapter 7 " The capture of the solution power " The choice eyes of the ?IT solution utilization 7.1 Making an engineering field IT 7.2 Making a circulation information field IT 7.3 The Internet and the extranet 7.4 The groupware and the mobile computing 7.5 The e-commerce (EC:Electronic Commerce) 7.6 The viewpoint of the ERP system-construction Chapter 8 " The capture of the
systematization power " - That system planning, the development and the operations management which is indispensable to make IT are basic 8.1 The becoming information-oriented strategy planning and working-out process 8.2 The systematization process 8.3 The development of the system 8.4 The operations management process 8.5 The knowledge of outside and the internal design 8.6 The basic knowledge of SQL which is indispensable for the database construction 8.7 The design of the test planning of the system 8.8 The ability confirmation test The overview This manual is the introduction of essence
about the mechanism of IT management which is indispensable for the business person and the common sense of IT project management. It is compactly in the composition of the new IT human resource image and " the IT making capture power " which consists of IT making capture, 7 corner knowledge area unified one. It provides IT engineer and the business person the knowledge of the indispensable standard IT management and the IT making capture. It is important to show leadership after the relation between IT and the management can be understood in case of promotion of making IT and sufficiently
reviewing and chooses IT solution which is suitable for the IT making theme which it should solve. Well, it takes the tide of IT by the new IT human resource image and the IT making capture and it clarifies the ability and the skill which is indispensable to make IT. Chapter 2 does in the focus to the mechanism of the business activity and the basics of the management by " the capture of the concept power " to understand the concept of IT management. Specifically, it is explained in detail about the relation between the management technique and making IT. Chapter 3 picks up financial accounting, the basics of the
management accounting by " the capture of accounting power " and explains. Chapter 4 takes up the indispensable knowledge of the security by " the capture of the security power " and explains the basics of the security in the Internet age. Chapter 5 takes up the basics, and the knowledge relation law of the necessary intellectual property in the knowledge management times by " the capture of the knowledge power ". Akira 6 masters the basic knowledge of the network technology from the technical viewpoint by " the capture of the network power ". Chapter 7 understands IT solution from the engineering field and
the circulation information field by " the capture of the solution power ". It introduces about the viewpoint of the point and IT investment appraisal of the ERP system-construction and so on, too. Akira 8 masters the basics of system planning and the development and the operations management by " the capture of the systematization power " and understands them about the basic knowledge which is required to the project management of making IT. To systematically provide the basic knowledge which is indispensable for IT management and IT project management and practicing know-how for your the reader at
short time by above composition and to function as the initiation book of the becoming highly information-oriented test capture are the purpose of the this manual. As for the technical innovation of IT, it presses the speedily changing world upon us and IT solution and the management technique, too, are the times which emerge, wearing the coating of the excellent idea which is in rapid progress and is new. In the this manual, it is read and it expects that the business person which is aimed at gets a IT making mind and that it plays an active part in the business field in the leap to IT human resources of the consultant
type / the management type in future. Author: Tomohisa Fujii
Kimmel Financial Accounting
Controls and Processes
Data Analytics for Accounting
Accounting Principles

Tired of performing an audit manually? This module provides a useful step-by-step approach to perform an audit using ACL. Easy to understand and follow. No such module in the market so far. This module is designed to assist users on how to use ACL as a powerful tool to audit. The module is divided into 8 Chapters. Chapter 1 introduces audit and information technology (IT) audit, audit assertions, audit procedures,
and the relationship between audit assertions and audit procedures. Chapter 2 explains ACL in the audit, describing in brief its advantages and disadvantages. Chapter 3 assists users with using ACL. In this chapter, users will learn how to install ACL (version 9), and get familiar with the ACL menus and user interfaces. This module uses a step-by-step approach to guide users from creating a new project from ACL to
viewing and modifying the table in ACL. Chapter 4 elaborates how to use ACL commands for data integrity verification. For this purpose, users will learn how to count records, total numeric fields or expression, and check for validity errors. Chapter 5 shows users how to analyse their data using the ACL command. The analyse include statistics, stratify, classify, examine the sequence, check for gaps, check for
duplicates, ageing, and summarise commands. The remaining chapters cover three main accounting information systems (AIS) cycles, namely, sales and cash receipts (Chapter 6), purchase and cash payments (Chapter 7), and human resource (Chapter 8). For each cycle, cases are given for better assimilation.
Accounting Information Systems 1e covers the four roles for accountants with respect to information technology: 1. Users of technology and information systems, 2. Managers of users of technology, 3. Designers of information systems, and 4. Evaluators of information systems. Accountants must understand the organisation and how organisational processes generate information important to management. Richardson's focus is
on the accountant's role as business analyst in solving business problems by database modeling, database design, and business process modeling. Unlike other texts that provide a broad survey of AIS related topics, this text concentrates on developing practical, real-world business analysis skills.
Although we have been successful in our careers, they have not turned out quite as we expected. We both have changed positions several times-for all the right reasons-but there are no pension plans vesting on our behalf. Our retirement funds are growing only through our individual contributions. Michael and I have a wonderful marriage with three great children. As I write this, two are in college and one is just
beginning high school. We have spent a fortune making sure our children have received the best education available. One day in 1996, one of my children came home disillusioned with school. He was bored and tired of studying. “Why should I put time into studying subjects I will never use in real life?” he protested. Without thinking, I responded, “Because if you don't get good grades, you won't get into college.”
“Regardless of whether I go to college,” he replied, “I'm going to be rich.”
Part I The Computer as an Organizational Information System p. 1 Chapter 1 Introduction to the Computer-Based Information System p. 2 Chapter 2 Using Information Technology For Competitive Advantage p. 26 Chapter 3 Using Information Technology to Engage in Electronic Commerce p. 42 Chapter 4 Computer Use in an International Marketplace p. 68 Chapter 5 Ethical Implications of Information Technology p. 84 Part II
Systems Methodologies p. 99 Chapter 6 Systems Concepts p. 100 Chapter 7 System Life Cycle Methodologies p. 122 Part III The Computer as a Problem-Solving Tool p. 151 Chapter 8 Fundamentals of Computer Processing p. 152 Chapter 9 The Database and Database Management System p. 172 Chapter 10 Data Communications p. 198 Part IV The Computer-Based Information System p. 217 Chapter 11 The Accounting Information System p.
218 Chapter 12 The Management Information Sysytem p. 238 Chapter 13 Decision Support Systems p. 258 Chapter 14 The Virtual Office p. 284 Part V Organizational Information Systems p. 301 Chapter 15 Enterprise Information Systems p. 302 Chapter 16 Executive Information Systems p. 320 Chapter 17 Marketing Information Systems p. 342 Chapter 18 Information Resources Information Systems p. 364 Appendixes Introduction p.
391 Appendix A Data Modeling p. 392 Appendix B Process Modeling p. 401 Appendix C Manufacturing Information Systems p. 410 Appendix D Financial Information Systems p. 427 Appendix E Human Resources Information Systems p. 443 References p. 455 Index p. 465.
ACCOUNTING: BSB110, 3RD EDITION
Management Information Systems
Using Access to Build a Database
An Integrated Approach
The new, revised, and updated edition of the popular textbook for introductory accounting courses Accounting plays a central role in a multitude of areas, from everyday personal finance to global corporate operations. Introduction to Accounting helps students understand the concepts, principles, methods, and mechanisms of the field. Designed to benefit all students, regardless of major, this innovative textbook integrates life skills and business skills to provide an accessible, engaging introduction to accounting. Rather than separating financial accounting from managerial accounting, this textbook demonstrates how to
plan and evaluate business activities from both external and internal reporting perspectives. Now in its eight edition, Introduction to Accounting enables students to understand both the nature and functions of business and the mechanics of the bookkeeping process. Three organizing themes—the accounting information system, business processes, and the balanced scorecard—help students learn why and how activities are planned and evaluated by different stakeholders. Based on extensive instructor feedback, as well as the authors’ six decades of combined teaching experience, this new edition has been thoroughly
revised to enhance readability and highlight real-world examples. A complete array of pedagogical tools includes improved and expanded learning objectives, updated definitions, questions and problem sets, newcritical-thinking and ethical-challenge exercises, and more. Focuses on accounting as an information system used in each business processes to provide information to plan and evaluate activities Stimulates interest in the field of accounting with relatable, reader-friendly narrative Employs various pedagogical devices to stimulate active and cooperative learning for students Uses the example of Apple, Inc.
throughout the text to illustrate central concepts and significant issues Includes extensive online support including test problems and essay exercises for every chapter of the text, PowerPoint slides and Excel templates, downloadable solution manuals, and links to professional resources Offering a wealth of instructor resources, Introduction to Accounting, 8th Edition is ideally suited for introductory accounting courses in both high school and university-level settings.
Accounting Information Systems 2e covers the four roles for accountants with respect to information technology: users of technology and information systems, managers of users of technology, designers of information systems, and evaluators of information systems. Accountants must understand the organization and how organizational processes generate information important to management.The focus of Accounting Information Systems, 2/e is on the accountant's role as business analyst in solving business problems by database modeling, database design, and business process modeling. Unlike other texts that
provide a broad survey of AIS related topics, this text concentrates on developing practical, real-world business analysis skills. Whether you are developing a new course for AIS or incorporating AIS materials into your existing curriculum, Accounting Information Systems, 2/e will help prepare your students for their future careers.
This custom book is compiled from: ACCOUNTING 7TH EDITION Horngren, Harrison, Oliver, Best, Fraser, Tan and Willett for QUT – School of Accounting
This work stresses developing control objectives for each transaction cycle. Control objectives provide the basis for analysis and audit of an organization's internal control structure. It contains exam problem sets, expecially on transaction cycles and internal control.
Rich Dad, Poor Dad
Accounting
Auditing Computer-based Systems

With the modernization of services offered through the internet, many traditional face-to-face services have adopted new e-service phenomena. Especially prevalent among the younger generations, this change in service has promoted many industries to rethink how to best reach their consumers using modern technology. Structural Equation Modeling Approaches to E-Service Adoption is a pivotal reference source that aims to share the latest empirical research findings within
technology acceptance, information systems, information technology, human-computer interaction, and management information systems. While highlighting topics such as e-commerce, internet banking, and technology acceptance, this publication explores the understanding of today’s e-services in a dynamic and complex environment, as well as the methods within the field of information systems and information technologies. This book is ideally designed for academics, students,
managers, and scholars interested in the up-and-coming research surrounding the field of information technology.
Get the database skills that are in demand More and more organizations are turning to database management systems to manage their accounting and other operational data. These organizations are looking for accountants with database skills and a good understanding of information technology. With Chang and Ingraham’s Data Modeling and Database Design: Using Access to Build a Database you can develop the skills needed to build an actual accounting information system.
Taking an approach that is both conceptual and practical, this book will help you understand the theory of data modeling, as well as its application and ultimate implementation in database design. Key Features: Step-by-step detailed instructions show how to model and design three essential processes of an accounting information system: the sales/collection process, the acquisition/payment process, and the human resources/payroll process. Presents data modeling from an REA
(resource-event-agent) perspective. The approach is software-independent, but utilizes Microsoft Access 2003 to implement the data models throughout the text. Multiple-choice and detailed problems at the end of each chapter reinforce learning. Includes a CD-ROM containing the additional data and forms you will need to complete each chapter.
Here is a complete revision of a leading text in the computer-based accounting market. The most comprehensive work available on the subject, it analyzes the key approaches used to plan, analyze, design, justify, select and implement a computer- based information system and features extensive case studies, emphasizing practical accounting topics. It also gives an in- depth treatment of the basic characteristics of information systems, environments of information systems,
managerial decision-making and information processing, reporting to managerial decision makers, computer-based data conversion, basic and advanced file concepts and more. Also included are solutions to selected problems.
Success in Accounting begins here! The technical details you need to know and decision-making processes you need to understand, with plain-language explanations and unlimited practice. Financial Accounting is an engaging resource that focuses on current accounting theory and practice in Australia, within a business context. It emphasises how financial decision-making is based on accurate and complete accounting information and uses case studies to illustrate this in a
practical way. The new 7th edition is accurate and up to date, guided by extensive technical review feedback and incorporating the latest Australian Accounting Standards. It also provides updated coverage of some of the most significant current issues in accounting such as ethics, information systems and sustainability.
Accounting Principles, SG |
Concepts and Practice for Effective Decision Making
The Routledge Companion to Accounting Information Systems
Core Concepts of Accounting Information Systems
Today's accounting professionals are challenged to identify enterprise risks and provide quality assurance for a company's information systems. ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 11th International Edition, focuses on three critical accounting information systems in use today: enterprise systems; e-Business systems; and controls for maintaining those systems. Students will easily grasp even the most challenging topics as they explore today's most intriguing AIS topics relative to business processes, information technology, strategic management, security, and internal controls. The 11th International Edition provides
students with the tools for organising and managing information to help them succeed and protect the integrity of their employer's information system.
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680922936. Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that covers the fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to both accounting and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that can be applied across business fields. Each chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are
presented throughout each chapter, allowing students to build on emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed business processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.
Gain a strong understanding of the accounting information systems and related technologies you'll use in your business career with Hall's leading ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 9E. You'll find a unique emphasis on ethics, fraud, and the modern manufacturing environment. The book focuses on the needs and responsibilities of accountants as end users of systems, systems designers, and auditors. This text completely integrates Sarbanes-Oxley as it affects internal controls and other relevant topics. In this new edition, with thorough updates of the transaction cycle and business processes coverage, you examine the
risks and advantages of cloud computing and gain a better understanding of the differences in the manual and automated accounting system needs of small and large companies. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Accounting Information Systems provides a comprehensive knowledgebase of the systems that generate, evaluate, summarize, and report accounting information. Balancing technical concepts and student comprehension, this textbook introduces only the most-necessary technology in a clear and accessible style. The text focuses on business processes and accounting and IT controls, and includes discussion of relevant aspects of ethics and corporate governance. Relatable real-world examples and abundant end-of-chapter resources reinforce Accounting Information Systems (AIS) concepts and their use in day-to-day operation. Now
in its fourth edition, this popular textbook explains IT controls using the AICPA Trust Services Principles framework—a comprehensive yet easy-to-understand framework of IT controls—and allows for incorporating hands-on learning to complement theoretical concepts. A full set of pedagogical features enables students to easily comprehend the material, understand data flow diagrams and document flowcharts, discuss case studies and examples, and successfully answer end-of-chapter questions. The book’s focus on ease of use, and its straightforward presentation of business processes and related controls, make it an ideal
primary text for business or accounting students in AIS courses.
Financial Accounting
Accounting Information Systems Australasian Edition
Principles of Accounting Volume 1 - Financial Accounting
EBOOK Vitalsource: Fundamental Accounting Principles

Success in Accounting begins here! The technical details you need to know and decision making processes you need to understand, with plain language explanations and the power of unlimited practice. Accounting is an engaging resource that focuses on current accounting theory and practice in Australia, within a business context. It emphasises how financial decision-making is based on
accurate and complete accounting information and uses case studies to illustrate this in a practical way. The new seventh edition is accurate and up-to-date, guided by extensive technical review feedback and incorporating the latest Australian Accounting Standards. It also provides updated coverage of some of the most significant current issues in accounting such as ethics, information
systems and sustainability.
Accounting Information Systems, Global Edition
Principles of Accounting Volume 2 - Managerial Accounting
?Seven Powers for IT Strategic Management?
Audit Command Language (ACL) Analytics: A Practical Guide for Beginners (UUM Press)
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